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Abstract

Ideologically committed people are similarly motivated to avoid ideologically crosscutting information. Although some previous research has found that political conservatives may be more prone to selective exposure than liberals are, we find similar selective exposure motives on the political left and right across a variety of issues. The majority of people on both sides of the same-sex marriage debate willingly gave up a chance to win money to avoid hearing from the other side (Study 1). When thinking back to the 2012 U.S. Presidential election (Study 2), ahead to upcoming elections in the U.S. and Canada (Study 3), and about a range of other Culture War issues (Study 4), liberals and conservatives reported similar aversion toward learning about the views of their ideological opponents. Their lack of interest was not due to already being informed about the other side or attributable election fatigue. Rather, people on both sides indicated that they anticipated that hearing from the other side would induce cognitive dissonance (e.g., require effort, cause frustration) and undermine a sense of shared reality with the person expressing disparate views (e.g., damage the relationship; Study 5). A high-powered meta-analysis of our data sets \(N = 2417\) did not detect a difference in the intensity of liberals’ \((d = 0.63)\) and conservatives’ \((d = 0.58)\) desires to remain in their respective ideological bubbles.
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Only rarely do people dispassionately approach socio-political matters, such as whether abortion or owning automatic weapons should be permitted or limited. More often, people seem to gather, scrutinize, interpret, and remember information in a manner that confirms their pre-existing opinions (see Kunda, 1990; Nickerson, 1998; and, Smith, Fabrigar, & Norris, 2008, for reviews). A meta-analysis (Hart et al. 2009) attested to the prevalence of the confirmation/congeniality bias, with an average effect size of $d = 0.36$ ($d = 0.46$ for political issues). At least three basic processes work in tandem to create a confirmation bias: (a) people selectively expose themselves to belief-confirming information, (b) people interpret information that is already in front of them in a belief-confirming manner, and (c) people remember information that confirms their beliefs. In this paper, we focus on one specific aspect of selective exposure, namely the motivation to avoid crosscutting information. And we investigate whether people on the political right and left are equally or differentially motivated to remain in their ideological bubble.

Selective Exposure

People tend to selectively expose themselves to belief-confirming information for at least two reasons. First, information that conflicts with one’s own beliefs creates cognitive dissonance and feelings of personal discomfort (Festinger, 1957). This personal discomfort thesis aligns with the well-supported notion that selective exposure is a form of self-defense against feeling threatened (Webb, Chang, & Benn, 2013; Hart et al., 2009). Selective exposure may also have interpersonal origins. According to the theory of shared reality (Echterhoff, Higgins, & Levine,
people have a fundamental need to feel mental synchrony with others. Achieving a shared sense of reality requires that two or more people hold beliefs in common—and that they communicate their beliefs to one another. Seeking out information from like-minded others could satisfy this fundamental need and avoiding information from unlike-minded others could undermine this fundamental need. Liberals and conservatives may both engage in selective exposure to avoid cognitive dissonance and satisfy the need for a shared reality. But whether they do so to the same degree remains an unresolved matter.

**Is Selective Exposure Ideologically Symmetric? Mixed Evidence**

People on the political left tend to value a more liberal, “loose”, egalitarian social structure, whereas people on the political right tend to value a more conservative, “tight”, hierarchical social structure (Harrington & Gelfand, 2004). Are people on the political right more motivated to remain ignorant of the lefts’ views than vice versa?

Several theories and studies suggest that conservatives may be more prone to selective exposure than are liberals. System justification theory, social dominance theory, and right wing authoritarianism characterize liberals as thoughtful, tolerant of differing opinions, and open-minded, and conservatives as fearful, prejudiced, and close-minded. For example, liberals seem to be more open to new experiences (e.g., McCrae, 1996) and are more analytic in their thinking style (Talhelm et al., 2015). In contrast, conservatives may be more prejudiced against and violent towards outgroups (Sibley & Duckitt, 2008; Vail & Motyl, 2010), dogmatic (Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski, & Sulloway, 2003), and have a stronger need to reduce uncertainty and threat (Jost, Nosek, & Gosling 2008). According to system justification theory, these basic psychological differences cause conservatives (relative to liberals) to more strongly endorse a rigid, hierarchical social system that is intolerant of dissenting views. This may mean that
conservatives are more likely to work harder to avoid exposure to liberals’ views—which conservatives perceive to be dissenting views—than vice versa.

On the question of whether selective exposure is ideologically symmetric, extant research has yielded mixed findings. Four studies found that conservatives are more prone to selective exposure than are liberals. First, Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet (1944) found that Republicans read primarily pro-Republican media in the 1940 US Presidential election campaign season (Roosevelt vs. Willkie), whereas Democrats consumed equal amounts of pro-Republican and pro-Democratic media. Second, Nam, Jost, and van Bavel (2013) found that, when directly asked, liberals were more likely than conservatives to be willing to write a counter-ideological essay. Third, Iyengar, Hahn, Krosnick, and Walker (2008) found that during the 2000 US Presidential election campaign season (Bush vs. Gore), Republicans were more prone to selectively expose themselves to information about their preferred (Republican) candidate and to avoid information about their non-preferred (Democratic) candidate than were Democrats. And fourth, Barberá, Jost, Nagler, Tucker, and Bonneau (2015) found that, on Twitter, conservatives were less likely to retweet posts written by ideological opponents than were liberals (although, it is unclear whether they actually consumed the news contained in the links in those posts, or just shared them without reading their content).

One of the four studies just described, finding that conservatives are more prone to selective exposure, have been the subject of conceptual re-analyses. Specifically, Sears and Freedman (1967) pointed out that in the Lazarsfeld et al. (1944) study, the Republican Party spent more than twice as much as the Democratic Party in the 1940 electoral campaign (Overack, 1941), resulting in a greater availability of pro-Republican media to the public. That is, Republicans may have consumed more pro-Republican media simply because more Republican
media was available. When taking into consideration the amount of available information, Sears and Freedman (1967) concluded that it was the Democratic Party members who were more prone to selective exposure in the 1940 electoral campaign than the Republicans (see p. 200). This follow-up analysis highlights the importance of leveling the contextual playing field before drawing inferences about ideological (a)symmetries.

Other studies have not shown that liberals are more prone to selective exposure effects than conservatives. Two studies show no differences (Iyengar & Hahn, 2009; Stroud, 2008), and one, attempting to replicate the Nam et al. (2013) findings, failed to do so (Collins, Crawford, & Brandt, 2015). One recent analysis of Facebook behaviors has shown the reverse effect: conservatives tended to click on and share ideologically crosscutting posts more than liberals did (Bakshy, Messing, & Adamic 2015), meaning that liberals were more prone to selective exposure on Facebook. In sum, the scientific record regarding whether liberals or conservatives are more prone to selective exposure is mixed and inconclusive. Some studies find that conservatives are more prone to this bias, others find that liberals are more prone, and still others find no difference.

**Why are the Findings Mixed?**

Why has the growing literature on the ideological (a)symmetry of selective exposure produced mixed results? We suggest that study designs have varied in how well they actually measured selective exposure. Recall that in the Lazarsfeld et al. (1944) study, for instance, the amount of information available to the public was ideologically asymmetric—more pro-Republican than Democratic information was available. This asymmetry in the availability of information may have explained why Republicans consumed more ideologically congenial information than did Democrats (Sears & Freedman, 1967). Other field studies (e.g., Barberá et
al. 2015) observed the tendency to retweet ideologically congenial and uncongenial content. Retweeting a crosscutting post involves multiple distinct processes: seeing the original post (exposure), a desire to share the post, and a motive for sharing the post—a motive that could be a desire to communicate approval, criticism, or even sarcastic mockery. Without much more nuanced coding, it is impossible to know exactly what retweets mean. The degree to which the behaviors observed in these field studies relate to the phenomenon of selective exposure is therefore not very clear. Perhaps the observed heterogeneity in findings with respect to the ideological (a)symmetry question is attributable to the variable sets of contextual factors and psychological phenomena encapsulated in observed behaviors.

Studying selective exposure in naturalistic contexts, such as on social media, captures the phenomenon as it occurs in the real world. Although high in external validity, an accompanying limitation of real world studies is that many factors play a role in manifesting a behavioral trend, complicating the interpretation of the results. Although studies conducted in an artificial setting have limited external validity, a benefit of these studies is that they do offer more control over contextual factors and thus permit a more focused examination of a single psychological element.

Research investigating the ideological (a)symmetry of related social cognitive functions provide reasons to expect that leveling the contextual playing field may reveal ideological symmetry at the basic psychological level. For instance, research finding that conservatives are more prejudiced against minorities typically asked people to offer their opinions about minorities with which liberals tend to sympathize more, such as African Americans (Chambers, Schlenker, & Collison, 2013). Research supporting the ideological conflict hypothesis studied a variety of groups, including some that liberals are more likely to find threatening than conservatives, such
as Evangelical Christians, and found that liberals and conservatives are *similarly* intolerant of groups that challenge their own ideology (Brandt, Reyna, Chambers, Crawford, & Wetherell, 2014; Crawford, Brandt, Inbar, Chambers, & Motyl, 2016). Other studies found that, at a basic cognitive/emotional level, and counter to what some previous studies had suggested, conservatives and liberals may be similarly simple-minded (Conway et al., 2015; Gruenfeld, 1995), closed to new experiences (Brandt, Chambers, Crawford, Wetherell, & Reyna, 2015), prone to sacralize mundane objects (Frimer, Tell, & Haidt, 2015; Frimer, Motyl, & Tell, 2017), obedient to authority (Frimer, Gaucher, & Schaefer, 2014), reverent to moral heroes (Frimer, Biesanz, Walker, & Mackinlay, 2013), and self-righteous (Waytz, Young, Ginges 2014).

These new findings stop short of suggesting that liberals and conservatives are psychologically equivalent in every respect; a recent meta-analysis suggests otherwise (Onraet et al., 2015). Rather, studies finding ideological symmetry where asymmetries were previously found suggest that research designs that level the contextual playing field are helpful to assess whether liberals and conservatives are psychologically different. To our knowledge, no previous research has systematically tested whether liberals and conservatives are similarly *motivated* to avoid exposure to crosscutting information on a level contextual playing field. We aim to begin to fill that gap.

**The Current Research**

We tested whether liberals and conservatives are similarly or differentially motivated to avoid crosscutting information, and whether the same or different underlying psychological processes are at play for both groups. In Study 1, we asked people on both sides of the same-sex marriage debate to either read belief-confirming statements for a chance to win some money or belief-disconfirming statements for a chance to win even more money. The economically
maximizing choice is to read uncongenial information to win more money. However, if people are motivated to avoid crosscutting information, then people on both sides of the debate should incur the cost of choosing to read belief-confirming statements. We tested whether liberals or conservatives were more likely to forego a chance at more money to remain in their ideological bubbles, or whether they were similarly likely to do so. We also tested whether any possible similarity might be the product of a suppression effect. Namely, if one side of the debate were more ideologically extreme than the other, and if extremists are more prone to selective exposure than moderates, then extremism could suppress an inherent ideological asymmetry.

In Studies 2-3, we introduced a complementary and face valid self-report measure of motivation, and asked people how interested they were in hearing from like- and unlike-minded voters in a past and future election in the U.S. and in Canada. Again, we predicted that both sides would report a greater interest in hearing from their own side than from the other side, and tested whether one side did so to a larger degree. We also tested and aimed to rule out the possibility that prior knowledge explained the motivation to avoid crosscutting information; our prediction was that both sides would similarly demonstrate poorer knowledge of the other side compared to their own side. Study 4 tested whether the motivation to avoid crosscutting information generalizes to several other Culture War issues, such as abortion, gun control, and legalizing marijuana. Study 5 aimed to explain why ideologically minded people avoid crosscutting information by examining whether people anticipate negative personal and interpersonal consequences should they consume crosscutting information. We tested whether liberals and conservatives think that hearing out the other side would induce negative affect (personal) and harm relationships (interpersonal). We conclude with a meta-analysis of the findings from all the studies. In all 5 studies, we tested competing predictions that the motivation underlying selective
exposure is more common on one side of the political divide, or whether the motivation was symmetrical on the political left and right.

**Study 1**

We tested whether liberals or conservatives are more likely to give up a chance to earn $3 to get out of having to hear from the other side on the topic of legalizing same-sex marriage.

**Method**

**Sample.** This and all subsequent samples were recruited from Crowdflower, an online crowdsourcing platform similar to Mechanical Turk. Assuming a selective exposure effect size of $d = 0.46$ for political issues (Hart et al., 2009), we required $N = 152$ for between-subject designs (such as Study 1) and $n = 40$ within each cell of within-subject designs (Studies 2-5) to achieve 80% statistical power. We used this power analysis in this and all subsequent studies. The difference in effect size for liberals and conservatives is unknown, complicating a power analysis. Our approach is to test for any differences within individual studies, then perform a meta-analysis at the conclusion.

In Study 1, we recruited 202 Americans (age 18 or older), of whom 73% were for same-sex marriage and 27% were against. The sample was 35 years old on average ($SD = 13$, range 18-72), 43% female and 53% male, 77% Caucasian, a median household income of $40,000 to $50,000, and had 5.0 years of post-secondary education ($SD = 2.6$). Data were collected in September 2015, shortly after the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that banning same-sex marriage at the state level was unconstitutional.

**Procedure.** Participants indicated whether they were for or against same-sex marriage (SSM). The survey then assigned participants to read and answer questions about counter-attitudinal statements and to enter a drawing for $10. However, participants had the option to
instead read and answer questions about attitude-confirming statements to enter a drawing for $7. Finally, participants reported demographics, which included a measure of ideological extremism.

**Opinion about SSM.** The question asked, “Do you think that same-sex marriage should be legal everywhere in the U.S.?” Participants answered either “yes” ($n = 148$) or “no” ($n = 54$).

**Task choice measure.** Participants who indicated that they were for [against] legalizing SSM read the following instructions:

You and the other participants in this study have been entered into a drawing to win a cash prize. Your drawing prize is currently valued at $10. The next task is to read 8 statements that argue against [for] legalizing Same-Sex Marriage (SSM for short) and answer a question about each one. Alternatively, you can read 8 statements that argue for [against] legalizing SSM on the condition that your draw prize will be valued at $7. Participants then indicated their choice by responding to the following question, “Which set of statements will you read?” with the options being “8 statements arguing in favor of legalizing SSM” or “8 statements arguing against legalizing SSM”. They then read and answered questions that matched the set they chose (see the Supplemental Materials for details).

**Ideological extremism.** The item asked participants to report their political ideology on social issues on a slider scale anchored at -100 (extremely liberal), 0 (moderate), and 100 (extremely conservative). The sample was ideologically diverse, $M = -6$, $SD = 62$. We operationalized ideological extremism as a participant’s deviation from zero, calculated as the absolute value of their ideological score ($M = 49$, $SD = 36$).

**Results**

If people are motivated to avoid exposure to crosscutting views, they should forsake material interests, such as money, to not hear from the other side. As such, we predicted that
most people on both sides of the issue would choose the option of reading belief-confirming statements to enter a lottery to win $7 more frequently than they would choose to read belief-disconfirming statements for entering a lottery to win $10. Consistent with this hypothesis, 63% of participants (127 of 202) chose to give up a chance at $3 to avoid hearing from the other side, a proportion greater than one would expect if participants were selecting randomly between the two options, test for goodness of fit \( \chi^2(1, N = 202) = 9.78, p = .002, \varphi = .22 \). The two sides had similar proportions of people who chose to read belief-confirming statements—64% of pro-SSM people (94 of 148) and 61% of anti-SSM people (33 of 54)—which did not differ from one another, test for independence \( \chi^2(1, N = 202) = 0.10, p = .75, \varphi = .02 \).

If one side of the SSM debate were more ideologically extreme than the other, and if ideological extremists are more prone to selective exposure than moderates, then the failure to detect a difference between liberals and conservatives may be the result of a suppression effect. The more moderate side of the debate may be inherently more motivated to avoid crosscutting information than the other. We tested this possibility and found no evidence to support it. The pro-SSM side \((M = 48.23, SD = 34.93)\) and the anti-SSM side \((M = 51.57, SD = 37.65)\) were similarly extreme in their ideology, independent samples \(t(200) = -0.59, p = .56, d = -0.09\). And ideological extremism did not predict selective exposure. In a logistic regression predicting the decision to read belief-confirming statements, we entered extremism and attitudes toward SSM as predictors. Extremism did not predict selective exposure, Wald’s \( \chi^2 = 0.83, p = .36, \text{odds ratio} = 1.004, 95\%CI = [0.996, 1.012] \), nor did attitudes toward SSM, Wald’s \( \chi^2 = 0.73, p = .73, \text{odds ratio} = 1.059, 95\%CI = [0.768, 1.461] \). That is, even when holding extremism constant, both sides of the SSM debate exhibited a similar inclination toward selective exposure.
We directly replicated the primary effects in a new sample of 245 Americans. Of them, 62% chose to give up $3 to avoid hearing from the other side, a proportion greater than one would expect by chance, $\chi^2(1, N = 245) = 11.94, p < .001, \phi = .22$. Both sides had similar proportions of participants who engaged in selective exposure—61% of pro-SSM people and 63% of anti-SSM people—$\chi^2(1, N = 245) = 0.08, p = .77, \phi = .02$.

**Discussion**

Faced with the option of entering a drawing to win $10 or $7, the economically maximizing choice was to compete for $10. However, the $10 prize required reading a counter-attitudinal passage whereas the $7 prize allowed the participant to read an attitude-affirming passage. This situation pitted economic self-interest motives (for money) against motives to avoid counter-attitudinal information. Approximately two-thirds of people willingly forfeited a chance at earning an additional $3 to get out of having to hear from the other side.

This study had some important limitations. The absence of a control condition, in which the reading options neither affirmed nor conflicted with participants’ beliefs, limited the inferences that can be made from the finding that ~60% of people chose to enter the drawing for $7. Future research should include such a control condition. Additionally, participants were not explicitly told the odds of winning. This ambiguity limits the interpretation of the finding that ~60% of people chose to compete for a smaller prize. If liberals and conservatives assumed that the odds were different from one another, this prospective asymmetry could have suppressed a motivational asymmetry. Future research should also explicitly communicate the odds of winning to participants.

To allay concerns about a single study, we sought to replicate this basic finding using other, complimentary methods. Our approach in Studies 2-5 is to use a more direct means of
inferring motivation—self-reports. In Study 2, we tested whether these effects generalized to other social/political issues, such as voting preference. In addition, we examined whether and aimed to rule out the possibility that prior knowledge may mask an asymmetry in desires for selective exposure. Being or feeling informed may obviate the need for further exposure.

**Study 2**

The goal of Study 2 was to test whether liberals or conservatives are more motivated to avoid crosscutting information using a new method and new issue. We asked people who voted for Obama or Romney in the 2012 U.S. Presidential election how interested they were in learning about why people voted the way they did in 2012.

**Method**

**Sample.** Of the 179 Americans who completed the survey, we dropped the 17 who reported to have not voted in 2012 and the 6 who voted for a candidate other than Romney or Obama, leaving a final sample of 156 (48 voted for Romney and 108 for Obama). Power analyses (assuming $d = 0.46$) indicated that the pro-Romney sample had an 88% likelihood of detecting the confirmation bias, and the pro-Obama sample had 99.7% chance. The sample was 59% female and 41% male, 38 years old on average ($SD = 12$), and ideologically diverse ($M = -4$, $SD = 68$).

**Procedure.** Participants reported how interested they were in learning more about their ideological allies and opponents and provided demographics, which included an item about how they voted in 2012. We collected this sample in April, 2015. Before completing the motivation measure, we administered a knowledge assessment. The goal was to test and rule out the possibility that desires to avoid learning about the other side were the result of already being knowledgeable. We found no evidence to support this possibility (see the Supplemental
Materials). Rather, people displayed more knowledge about their ideological allies than they did about their opponents. In a follow-up study, we examined whether people also feel more knowledgeable about their allies than their opponents and again found supportive evidence (see the Supplemental Materials). Taken together, these findings suggest that the motivation to avoid crosscutting information is probably not attributable to already feeling well versed about one’s ideological opponents.

**Interest.** Participants responded to the question, “How interested are you in each of these activities?” on a slide scale anchored at -100 (very uninterested), 0 (neutral), and 100 (very interested). The slider’s original position was at 0 (neutral): to indicate an approach motivation participants needed to move the slider to the right, and to indicate an avoidance motivation, they needed to move it to the left. Participants rated nine items, which appeared in randomly intermixed order. The first two items (“hearing from a typical [Obama/Romney] voter about why they voted for [Obama/Romney]” were the main dependent measures. The remaining seven items served to give the scale intuitive anchoring. The items and their mean interest levels were: “getting an electric shock” (-84), “having a tooth pulled” (-78), “ripping a Band-Aid off a burn that is partly healed” (-77), “watching paint dry” (-75), “sitting quietly with your thoughts for 15 minutes” (+39), “going for a walk on a sunny day” (+64), and “re-watching your favorite movie of all time” (+65).

**Results**

If people are motivated to avoid crosscutting information, they should be less interested in learning about their opponents’ reasons for voting than their allies’ reasons. We therefore predicted that there should be an interaction between candidate preference (Romney/Obama) and interest in learning about these candidates. Consistent with this hypothesis, a 2 (judge; between)
× 2 (target; within) mixed model ANOVA, predicting levels of interest, produced the predicted interaction, $F(1,154) = 87.49, p < .001, \omega^2 = .352$ (along with a marginally significant effect for target, $F(1,154) = 3.60, p = .06, \omega^2 = .011$, and no main effect for judge, $F(1,154) = 0.68, p = .41, \omega^2 < .001$).

Figure 1 shows how Obama voters expressed greater interest in hearing about the reasons for why they voted from Obama supporters than from Romney supporters, $F(1,154) = 45.18, p < .001, d = 0.65$. Similarly, Romney voters expressed greater interest in hearing about the reasons why they voted for Romney supporters than Obama supporters, $F(1,154) = 45.71, p < .001, d = -0.95$. We tested whether one side exhibited a greater motivation to avoid crosscutting information than the other by recoding the targets as either ideologically similar or dissimilar and running a 2 (judge: Obama voter, Romney voter) × 2 (target: similar, dissimilar) mixed model ANOVA. A marginally significant interaction, $F(1,154) = 3.60, p = .06, \omega^2 = .011$, suggests that Romney supporters were slightly more motivated to not hear from Obama supporters compared to the vice versa.

Like in Study 1, holding extremism constant between the two sides did not alter the pattern of results. A 2 (judge: Obama voter, Romney voter) × 2 (target: similar, dissimilar) mixed model ANCOVA, with political extremism as a covariate, produced the same judge × target interaction, $F(1,153) = 5.02, p = .03, \omega^2 = .023$, a marginal effect for target, $F(1,153) = 2.79, p = .09, \omega^2 = .010$, no main effect for judge, $F(1,153) = 0.67, p = .41, \omega^2 < .001$).
**Figure 1.** Motivation to avoid crosscutting information in the past, 2012 U.S. Presidential election. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

**Discussion**

Study 2 provided further evidence of liberals’ and conservatives’ motivation to avoid crosscutting information. People who voted in the 2012 U.S. Presidential election did not know and did not feel that they knew about their ideological opponents’ reasons for their vote (see the Supplemental Materials), nor did they want to know. This desire to avoid crosscutting information applies to both same-sex marriage (Study 1) and to past voting preference in the U.S. (Study 2). Unlike in Study 1, however, we found a marginally significant difference, with conservatives reporting a slightly stronger motivation to avoid crosscutting information than liberals. We revisit this issue in later studies and an eventual meta-analysis.

Why do people desire to avoid learning about their ideological opponents? Perhaps the aversion to political opponents’ reasoning in a past election is a product of election fatigue. After
years of seeing ads, media coverage, and hearing speeches, and finally voting, people may feel ready to move on and think about something else. To rule out this explanation for the results of Study 2, Study 3 examined whether liberals and conservatives report a desire to avoid hearing from one another in the context of a future (and not only a past) election, and also tested hypotheses in two electoral contexts: The U.S. and Canada.

**Study 3**

Study 3 tested whether people report an aversion to crosscutting information when thinking about a future national election. We included both upcoming U.S. and Canadian national elections to test whether this aversion to crosscutting information exists in a context that is somewhat less polarized than the U.S. (namely, Canada). At the time of data collection in the U.S., the 2016 Presidential primary campaigning was just about to begin, and Donald Trump (the eventual victor) had not yet launched his campaign. At the time of data collection in Canada, three major political parties were polling almost identically in the upcoming 2015 national election (one month away). The parties were the right wing Conservative Party (leader Stephen Harper; incumbent), the centrist Liberal Party (leader Justin Trudeau; eventually elected), and the left wing New Democrat Party (NDP, leader Thomas Mulcair). In this study, we focused on interest in the more polarized leaders (Harper and Mulcair) because they have a clear ideological leaning (the Liberal Party is politically moderate).

**Method**

**Sample.** In the American sample, we dropped 15 people who did not vote or who voted for a 3rd party candidate in 2012, leaving $N = 145$. The American sample (102 Obama supporters, 99.6% power, and 43 Romney supporters, 84% power) was 52% female and 48% male, 37 years old on average ($SD = 12$), and slightly liberal on average ($M = -11, SD = 62$). In the Canadian
sample, we dropped 9 people who were planning on voting for the far-left Green party or the separatist Bloc Québécois. The Canadian sample ($N = 146$) had 28 Conservatives (65% power), 30 Liberals (center left party; 68% power), 41 New Democrats (NDP; left wing; 82% power), and 47 undecided voters, and was 57% female and 42% male, 39 years old on average ($SD = 14$), and slightly liberal on average ($M = -7$, $SD = 50$).

**Procedure.** Participants reported how interested they were in learning about the candidates’ supporters, and provided demographic information, which included an item about their political leaning. In the U.S. sample, the item asked how they voted in 2012 (see Study 2). In Canada, the item asked about voting intentions in the Federal election scheduled for October 19, 2015. We collected the U.S. data in April, 2015 and the Canadian data in September, 2015. To once again test whether prior knowledge explains the desire to avoid crosscutting information, we also asked participants to report how knowledgeable they felt about their allies and opponents. And once again, participants indicated that they felt more knowledgeable about their allies than their opponents (see the Supplemental Materials), further ruling out the possibility that prior knowledge explains the motivation to avoid crosscutting information.

**Interest.** We used the same interest question as in Study 2, only changing Obama and Romney to the future candidates for the given study (Hillary Clinton and Jeb Bush for the U.S. and Mulcair and Harper for Canada). We also changed the grounding items to be ($M$s for US/Canada interest levels in parentheses): “find a $10 bill” (+68/+68), “take out the trash” (-20/-24), “stand in a line-up for 20 minutes” (-48/-51), “read a really boring newspaper article” (-56/-51), and “have a tooth pulled” (-64/-66). In the U.S. sample, we also collected data on Marco Rubio (Republican) and Bernie Sanders (Independent; running as a Democrat). Results were generally similar to those for Jeb Bush and Hillary Clinton, respectively. Romney voters were
more interested in hearing from Rubio supporters ($M = +6$) than from Sanders’ supporters ($M = -42$), $t(42) = 4.39, p < .001, d = 0.67$. And Obama voters were more interested in hearing from Sanders supporters ($M = -6$) than from Rubio supporters ($M = -25$), $t(101) = 3.53, p < .001, d = 0.35$.

**Political extremism.** We used the same measure as in Studies 1 and 2.

**Results**

**2016 U.S. Presidential election.** We predicted an interaction between candidate preference and interest in learning about candidates. Consistent with the hypothesis, a 2(judge; Obama voter, Romney voter; between) × 2(target; Clinton, Bush; within) mixed model ANOVA yielded an interaction, $F(1,143) = 43.55, p < .001, \omega^2 = .227$ (along with a main effect of judge, $F(1,143) = 4.75, p = .03, \omega^2 = .025$, and no main effect of target, $F(1,143) = 0.08, p = .78, \omega^2 < .001$). Obama voters expressed greater interest in hearing from Clinton supporters than from Bush supporters, $F(1,143) = 39.96, p < .001, d = 0.77$, and Romney supporters displayed the opposite pattern, $F(1,143) = 14.17, p < .001, d = -0.74$ (see Figure 2). Controlling for extremism did not alter the pattern of results. A 2(judge; Obama voter, Romney voter; between) × 2(target; Clinton, Bush; within) mixed model ANCOVA with extremism as a covariate still yielded a judge × target interaction, $F(1,142) = 42.84, p < .001, \omega^2 = .208$.

We tested whether one side expressed greater interest in avoiding crosscutting information than the other by recoding the targets as either ideologically similar or dissimilar and running a 2 (judge: Obama voter, Romney voter) × 2 (target: similar, dissimilar) mixed model ANOVA. The interaction effect was not significant, $F(1,143) = 0.08, p = .78, \omega^2 < .001$ (even when controlling for extremism in an ANCOVA, $F(1,142) < 0.01, p = .97, \omega^2 < .001$), meaning
that liberals and conservatives exhibited similarly intense desires to remain in their respective information bubbles.

**Figure 2.** Interest levels in learning about why people planned on voting the way they did in the 2016 U.S. Presidential election (Study 3). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

To give the intensity of the motivation to avoid crosscutting information heuristic meaning, we compared interest in hearing from the other side and a variety of aversive tasks (using a Bonferroni correction for 8 contrasts). Partisans were slightly more interested in taking out the trash than hearing from one another (albeit, non-significantly so; see Table 1). Relative to hearing out the other side, both sides expressed non-significantly, but slightly more aversion toward standing in line for 20 minutes. And both sides indicated that they would prefer to hear from the other side over having a tooth pulled.
Table 1. Participants’ reported interest in hearing from the other side compared to a set of comparison tasks. Statistics represent within-subject planned contrasts, such that positive effects mean that people would rather hear from the other side than perform this task, and vice versa for negative effects (U.S. sample, Study 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison Task</th>
<th>Obama Voters</th>
<th>Romney voters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t(101)</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take out the trash</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand in a line-up for 20 minutes</td>
<td>+2.32</td>
<td>+0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read a really boring newspaper article</td>
<td>+3.60***</td>
<td>+0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have a tooth pulled</td>
<td>+4.34***</td>
<td>+0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Bonferroni corrected † p < .0125, * p < .00625, ** p < .00125, *** p < .000125

2015 Canada Federal Election. We similarly predicted an interaction between voting intention and interest in learning about like- versus unlike-minded voters’ views in the Canadian context. Consistent with the hypothesis, a 4(judge: Conservative, Liberal, NDP, Undecided; between) × 2(target: Harper, Mulcair; within) mixed model ANOVA yielded an interaction, $F(3,142) = 27.30, p < .001, \omega^2 = .326$ (along with main effects of judge and target, $Fs \geq 4.87, p \leq .003, \omega^2 \geq .066$), as did a 2(judge: Conservative, NDP) × 2(target: Harper, Mulcair) mixed model ANOVA, $F(1,67) = 72.07, p < .001, \omega^2 = .486$ (and a main effect of target, $F = 6.25, p = .02, \omega^2 = .036$, but no main effect of judge, $F = 2.38, p = .13, \omega^2 = .020$).

Figure 3 shows how leftist partisans (Liberals and NDP) expressed greater interest in hearing from Mulcair-supporters than from Harper-supporters, $Fs(1,142) \geq 13.61, ps < .001, ds \geq 0.61$, and vice versa for Conservative partisans, $F(1,142) = 15.60, p < .001, d = -0.86$. Undecided voters’ did not differ in their interest in learning about the reasons why supporters would vote for the left/right candidates, $F(1,142) = 0.44, p = .51, d = 0.10$. We tested whether people on the left (NDP) or on the right (Conservative) exhibited greater interest in remaining in their ideological bubble than the other by recoding the targets as either ideologically similar or dissimilar and running a 2 (judge: Conservative, NDP) × 2 (target: Harper, Mulcair) mixed model ANOVA. A
significant interaction, $F(1.67) = 6.25$, $p = .02$, $\omega^2 = .036$ (largely unchanged by controlling for extremism in an ANCOVA, $F(1.66) = 4.67$, $p = .03$, $\omega^2 = .043$), suggests that people on the left, $F(1,142) = 76.91$, $p < .001$, $d = 1.50$, reported a greater interest in avoiding crosscutting information than people on the right, $F(1,142) = 15.60$, $p < .001$, $d = 0.86$.

**Figure 3.** Interest levels in learning about why people plan on voting the way they were planning to in the upcoming 2015 Canadian Federal election (Study 3). Parties include the Left Wing NDP, Center-Left Liberal Party, and Right Wing Conservative Party.

For heuristic value, we next compared participants’ interest in hearing from the other side compared to various comparison tasks using one-sample planned contrasts and a Bonferroni correction for 8 contrasts. NDP voters’ interest in hearing from Harper supporters was slightly
colder than their interest in taking out the trash, and only slightly warmer than standing in line for 20 minutes, reading a really boring news article, and having a tooth pulled (see Table 2). Harper supporters exhibited a relatively similar pattern.

Table 2. Participants’ reported interest in hearing from the other side compared to a set of comparison tasks. Statistics represent within-subject planned contrasts, such that positive effects mean that people would rather hear from the other side than perform this task, and vice versa for negative effects (Canada sample, Study 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison Task</th>
<th>NDP Voters</th>
<th>Conservative voters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t(40)</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take out the trash</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand in a line-up for 20 minutes</td>
<td>+1.85</td>
<td>+0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read a really boring newspaper article</td>
<td>+2.52</td>
<td>+0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have a tooth pulled</td>
<td>+3.70**</td>
<td>+0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Bonferroni corrected †p < .0125, *p < .00625, **p < .00125

Next, we used undecided voters as a control group to test whether Canadians sought to confirm their beliefs and, independently, avoid disconfirming information. Compared to undecided voters, NDP voters were more interested in learning about other NDP voters, $t(86) = 3.43, p = .001, d = 0.74$, and less interested in learning about Conservative voters, $t(86) = -3.06, p = .003, d = -0.65$. Compared to undecided voters, Conservative voters were more interested in learning about other Conservative voters, $t(73) = 2.83, p = .006, d = 0.71$, but no less interested in learning about NDP voters, $t(73) = -0.96, p = .34, d = -0.22$. (Making a Bonferroni correction for the 4 contrasts reduces the critical $\alpha = .0125$, leaving the pattern of results unchanged.) In summary, participants were consistently motivated to confirm their beliefs. Moreover, leftist NDP voters (but not rightist Conservatives) were also motivated to avoid belief disconfirmation.
Discussion

Study 3 again found evidence of desires to avoid crosscutting information, both for people on the left and on the right, but now in the context of a future rather than a past election, and in the US and Canada. Studies 1-3 established the prevalence of desires to avoid exposure to the ideas of unlike-minded people, and ruled out the possibilities of prior knowledge and issue fatigue as alternative explanations for why people are uninterested in learning more about their ideological opponents’ reasoning.

Study 4

In Study 4a, we tested whether belief confirmation motives are at play and (a)symmetric in a variety of other contentious issues in the US. The aim of Study 4 was to test whether the effects concerning SSM (Study 1) and voting preference (Studies 2 and 3) generalize to other Culture War issues.

Method

Sample. We recruited a sample of Americans ($N = 190$). The sample was 47% female and 52% male, 32 years old on average ($SD = 13$), and somewhat liberal on average ($M = -14$, $SD = 56$). See Table 4 for power analyses.

Procedure. For each issue, participants reported their opinions and then indicated how interested they were in hearing from like- and unlike-minded others. There were seven issues in total, which appeared in counterbalanced order between participants. Data were collected in May 2016, at which time Donald Trump was the presumptive nominee for the Republican Party in the upcoming 2016 U.S. Presidential election. Within the Democratic Party, both Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders remained contenders.
Opinions. We used the same type of question as in Study 2, only adjusting the content to the various issues. The issues were: (a) whether marijuana should be legal everywhere in the U.S., (b) whether climate change is real and human-caused, (c) whether the federal government should impose restrictions on the sales of firearms, (d) whether participants identify as pro-life or pro-choice on the abortion issue, (e) whether Donald Trump would make a good President, (f) whether Bernie Sanders would make a good President, and (g) whether Hillary Clinton would make a good President. Participants indicated whether they were for one side or the other, or had no preference. We included in our analyses only responses that took a side. The social political ideologies of the two sides differed in the predicted direction on all seven issues, with all $ps < .03$ and an average $d = 0.73$ (minimum $d = 0.36$ for Marijuana, maximum $d = 0.92$ for abortion & climate change).

Interest. Immediately after indicating their opinion, participants reported how much interest they had in hearing from people on each side of the issue tell them about their opinion. The measure was analogous to that used in Studies 2 and 3.

Political extremism. We used the same measure as in previous studies.

Results

If people are motivated to avoid hearing from their ideological opponents, we should see an interaction between the judge’s opinion and the target’s opinion in predicting interest. Consistent with this hypothesis, a 2(judge; for, against; between) × 2 (target; for, against; within) mixed model ANOVA yielded an interaction for all seven issues (see Table 3). That is, Americans consistently reported greater interest in hearing from like- versus unlike-minded others. We also found a theoretically tangential main effect for judge on five of seven issues. For example, Donald Trump supporters reported greater interest overall than Trump opponents.
Examining the simple main effects for each side of each issue (see Table 4), we found a preference for congenial over uncongenial views in 13 of 14 cases. The group that exhibited the most motivation to avoid crosscutting information was Donald Trump supporters. The one group that did not significantly exhibit the effect was climate change deniers. However, the small sample of deniers (and low power; see Table 4) may mean that the sample size prevented us from detecting a real effect.

Recoding the targets as either congenial (like-minded) or uncongenial (unlike-minded) and re-running the ANOVA allowed us to test whether desires to remain within one’s ideological bubble is ideologically asymmetric. We consistently found null interactions, meaning that we found no evidence of asymmetry. The one exception, which yielded just-significant results, was climate change (believers > deniers). Controlling for ideological extremism in an ANCOVA yielded similar results (see Table 3).

Given the nested nature of the data (seven reported interest levels nested within participants), multilevel modeling would provide a statistically powerful means of detecting a difference between liberals and conservatives in their preference for congenial over uncongenial views, should one exist. We tested this (see the Supplemental Materials) and, in spite of the enhanced statistical power associated with multilevel analyses, still failed to find a significant difference between liberals and conservatives in their desire to avoid crosscutting information.
Table 3. Desires to remain in one’s ideological bubble on a variety of Culture War issues. Analyses were 2 (judge: for, against) × 2 (target: for, against) mixed-model ANOVAs, predicting interest levels. They consistently produced significant interactions, indicating widespread desires to avoid crosscutting information on the issue. Recoding the target as congenial vs. uncongenial and re-running the ANOVA routinely yielded a null interaction, meaning that desire to remain in an ideological bubble was ideologically symmetric. Controlling for (possible) group differences in ideological extremism in an ANCOVA did little to change the result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Judge × Target</th>
<th>Judge × Target</th>
<th>Judge × Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Versus Against</td>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>ANCOVA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Model ANOVA</td>
<td>Judge Target</td>
<td>Judge Target</td>
<td>Judge Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Judge</td>
<td>Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>$\omega^2$</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>$\omega^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legalizing Marijuana</td>
<td>6.29*</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change</td>
<td>8.37**</td>
<td>4.91*</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun Restrictions</td>
<td>0.06 &lt; .001</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abortion</td>
<td>5.89*</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Trump as President</td>
<td>26.43***</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernie Sanders as President</td>
<td>16.79***</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary Clinton as President</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p < .05$, ** $p < .01$, *** $p < .001$
Table 4. Participants’ reported interest in hearing from like- and unlike-minded others on a variety of Culture War issues. The congenial versus uncongenial contrast statistics represent within-subject planned contrasts, such that positive effects mean that people would rather hear from like- over unlike-minded others. Power analyses assume an estimated effect size of $d = 0.46$. Bolded numbers are statistically significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Judge’s Opinion</th>
<th>Interest in Hearing from Target who is…</th>
<th>Like vs. Unlike Planned Contrast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Liberal $(M, SD)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legalizing Marijuana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Legalization</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>35 (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Legalization</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>-17 (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Believer</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>&gt;99%</td>
<td>43 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denier</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>-14 (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun Restrictions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Restrictions</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>27 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Restrictions</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>-1 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abortion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-choice</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>8 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-life</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>-3 (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Trump as President</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Trump</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>&gt;99%</td>
<td>21 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Trump</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>20 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernie Sanders as President</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Sanders</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>35 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Sanders</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>-28 (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary Clinton as President</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Clinton</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>33 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Clinton</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>-20 (64)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p < .05$, ** $p < .01$, *** $p < .001$

Discussion

Study 4a found that the greater interest in congenial versus uncongenial information is common across several Culture War issues. Moreover, we found very little evidence of asymmetry between the two sides of each issue, even when controlling for any possible asymmetries in ideological extremism.
One limitation of Study 4a was the absence of non-political issues. To test whether liberals or conservatives have a stronger desire to avoid uncongenial information on non-political issues, we conducted a follow-up study (Study 4b, \( N = 177 \)) using the same methods (see the Supplemental Materials for complete details). We again found belief confirmation desires for ideological issues such as same-sex marriage, political party preference, and whether the police should have more freedom or more restrictions. And we also found greater desire to hear from like- versus unlike-mined others on questions such as preferred beverages (Coke vs. Pepsi), seasons (spring vs. autumn), airplane seat (aisle vs. window), and sports leagues (the NFL vs. the NBA). Our main question was whether liberals or conservatives showed a stronger preference for congenial over uncongenial information on non-political topics. And we found little evidence of differences. For both political and non-political information, liberals and conservatives exhibited a similarly strong desire to hear congenial views and avoid uncongenial ones (see the Supplemental Materials). This result suggests that the ideological symmetry in the desire to avoid uncongenial information may not be limited to political topics.

Studies 1-4a and 4b established the existence and pervasiveness of desires to favor congenial over uncongenial information, and ruled out the possibilities of prior knowledge and issue fatigue as alternative explanations for why people are uninterested in learning more about their ideological opponents’ reasoning.

**Study 5**

Why are people on the left and right motivated to avoid disconfirming information? We suggest that two processes may be at play. First, exposure to belief-disconfirming information could create cognitive dissonance and resulting negative affect. And second, hearing belief-challenging information could undermine a sense of shared reality with close others, thus
threatening a fundamental need. Using a mediation approach, we tested whether both sides anticipate that listening to belief-disconfirming information will create cognitive dissonance (feelings of threaten, frustration, anger, and the need to exert a lot of effort), and undermine a shared reality with the person expressing discordant views (causing an argument and harming the relationship). In Study 5, we tested whether anticipated intrapersonal and interpersonal negativity mediates the desire to remain in one’s ideological bubble, and whether the explanations are the same for liberals and conservatives.

**Method**

**Participants.** We recruited 236 Americans, of which 69% reported being for the legalization of same-sex marriage (>99% power assuming $d = 0.46$) and the remainder against (97% power). The sample was 46% female and 52% male, and 35 years old on average ($SD = 12$).

**Procedure.** Participants indicated whether they were for or against the legalization of SSM (see Study 1), and then were randomly assigned to indicate how interested they were in hearing from someone who does or does not support the legalization of SSM (randomly assigned between subjects), and offer explanations why$^1$. The study was a 2 (judge: for, against) × 2 (target: for, against) between subjects design. As ideological extremist did not alter the pattern of findings in previous studies, we dropped the measure in this study.

**Interest.** The question asked, “How interested are you in hearing someone tell you all about why he/she believes that same-sex marriage should [not] be legal everywhere in the U.S.?”

$^1$ We also included an attention check, which was successful. The check asked participants to agree or disagree with two items: “Hearing from this person would… involve listening to what they say,” and “… mean closing my eyes and plugging my ears.” Participants agreed more with the former ($M = 65, SD = 25$) than with the latter statement ($M = 32, SD = 29$), $t(227) = 11.88, p < .001, d = 0.79$. 
Participants responded on a scale anchored at -100 (very uninterested), 0 (neutral), and 100 (very interested).

**Explanations (mediators).** Immediately following the interest question, the explanation question asked, “Why do you feel that way? Hearing from this person would…” Participants responded on a 101-point scale anchored at 0 (not at all), 50 (somewhat), and 100 (totally). The items were of two types\(^2\), with reverse scored items indicated by an (R):

- **Cognitive dissonance** (\(\alpha = .68\)): “cause me to feel angry,” “require a lot of effort on my part,” “make me feel relaxed” (R), and “make me feel happy” (R)
- **Undermined shared reality** (\(\alpha = .72\)): “likely result in a fight,” “harm my relationship with the speaker,” “strengthen mutual respect between me and the speaker” (R), and “build trust between the speaker and me” (R).

A factor analysis of the eight items yielded a two-factor solution. The two factors grouped the positively and negatively worded items (see Table S9 in the Supplemental Materials). Because of our theoretical interest in personal and interpersonal reasons for avoiding crosscutting information, we chose to retain the original scales, and interpret our findings cautiously.

**Results**

We begin by testing whether the desire to avoid crosscutting information effect conceptually replicates in a between-subjects design, and found that it does. A 2 (judge) × 2 (target) between-subjects ANOVA, predicting levels of interest, produced the predicted interaction, \(F(1,232) = 52.66, p < .001, \omega^2 = .175\), and no main effects, \(Fs(1,232) \leq 0.34, ps\)

---

\(^2\) We also included and later dropped four additional items tapping the sense that hearing from the other side would display disloyalty to people who share an ideology. The items did not aggregate well (\(\alpha = .38\)) and were deemed during the review process to be theoretically tangential to the focus of this paper. The items were: “make me look like I doubt my beliefs,” “be unfaithful to the cause that I believe in,” “show my friends that I am trustworthy” (R), and “send the right message” (R).
 ≥ .56, ω² ≤ .001. Pro-SSM participants were more interested in reading pro-SSM arguments than anti-SSM arguments, $F(1,235) = 38.19, p < .001, d = 1.04$, and vice versa for anti-SSM participants, $F(1,235) = 21.29, p < .001, d = -0.96$ (see Figure 4). We tested whether people for or against SSM exhibited greater desires to avoid hearing from the other by recoding the targets as either ideologically similar or dissimilar and running a 2 (judge: for, against) × 2 (target: similar, dissimilar) between subjects ANOVA. The interaction was not significant, $F(1,232) = 0.20, p = .66, ω² < .001$, meaning that people on both side of the SSM debate expressed similar levels of desire to remain in their ideological bubbles.

**Figure 4.** Desires to remain in one’s ideological bubble on the topic of legalizing same-sex marriage (SSM). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Next, we tested whether anticipated reactions mediated the lower interest in hearing from the other side versus the same side, and tested whether these processes were different for people
that were for and against SSM. First, we formed two groups: (a) belief-disconfirming (e.g., pro-SSM people assigned to answer questions about someone who is anti-SSM), and (b) belief-confirming participants. Next, we ran a bootstrapped moderated mediation analysis (PROCESS models 8 and 15), with group (X) predicting interest level (Y), and the two explanations entered as simultaneous mediators (M; see Figure 5). Ideology (pro- or anti-SSM) was entered as a possible moderator of the X → M relationship and of the M → Y relationship.

**Figure 5.** Mediation models testing whether people report desires to remain in their ideological bubble because they anticipate cognitive dissonance and a threat to their shared reality with the other person. We tested whether the same or different process was in effect for people who were for and against same-sex marriage using a moderated mediation model.

We found that people avoided disconfirming information because they thought it would create cognitive dissonance and undermine a shared reality with the speaker (see Table 5). These processes were the same for people who were for and against SSM, as evidenced by moderated mediation effects that consistently overlapped with zero. We found one exception to these equivalences: anticipated threat to a shared reality predicted an aversion toward hearing belief-discordant views, but only for people who were against SSM.
Table 5. Liberals and conservatives similarly desired to avoid belief-disconfirming opinions on the topic of same-sex marriage (SSM) because of anticipated cognitive dissonance and threats to a shared reality with the other person. Numbers represent unstandardized coefficients [95% confidence intervals, CIs] of a bootstrapped moderated mediation analysis with the two mediators analyzed simultaneously. Bolded numbers are significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediators</th>
<th>Conditional Direct Effects</th>
<th>Indirect Effects</th>
<th>Moderated Mediation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anti-SSM</td>
<td>Pro-SSM</td>
<td>Anti-SSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X → M</td>
<td>43.2 [21.5, 64.8]</td>
<td>19.9 [4.4, 35.3]</td>
<td>12.7 [2.5, 28.9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Dissonance</td>
<td>12.7 [2.5, 28.9]</td>
<td>24.3 [13.0, 39.5]</td>
<td>11.6 [-0.7, 28.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undermine Shared Reality</td>
<td>5.8 [0.1, 18.3]</td>
<td>9.9 [1.2, 21.5]</td>
<td>4.1 [-0.9, 15.3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M → Y</td>
<td>37.8 [15.6, 59.8]</td>
<td>22.3 [6.6, 38.0]</td>
<td>21.7 [7.8, 38.3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Dissonance</td>
<td>21.7 [7.8, 38.3]</td>
<td>27.3 [14.0, 45.1]</td>
<td>5.7 [-12.3, 26.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undermine Shared Reality</td>
<td>16.8 [5.4, 33.4]</td>
<td>0.7 [-11.0, 11.8]</td>
<td>-16.0 [-36.1, -0.6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Study 5 again replicated the desire to avoid hearing from ideological opponents with people who are for or against the legalization of SSM. Participants then explained that they were uninterested in hearing from the other side because doing so would cause them to experience cognitive dissonance and might harm the relationship with the other person, undermining a sense of a shared reality. Caution is due in interpreting the differences between the personal and interpersonal mediators: a factor analysis did not confirm their distinctiveness.

Summary Analysis

We summarily tested whether liberals and conservatives are similarly prone to prefer belief-confirming over belief-disconfirming information by meta-analyzing the data from all five studies (See Table S10 in the Supplemental Materials for the data included). We converted group difference statistics (χ² or d, depending on the study) to equivalent correlation coefficients, r<sub>eq</sub>. Then, using a Hedges-Vevea (1998) random effects model, we found that liberals (N = 1612; d = 0.62; r<sub>eq</sub> = .30; z = 11.36, p < .001) and conservatives (N = 848; d = 0.58; r<sub>eq</sub> = .28; z = 8.11, p
< .001) exhibited similarly strong desires to remain in their ideological bubbles, with their 95% confidence intervals being virtually identical and almost completely overlapping (see Figure 6).

**Figure 6.** Meta-analysis of desires to consume congenial over uncongenial information for liberals and conservatives. Small grey dots represent results from individual tests. Large black dots represent meta-analytic results, with error bars being 95% confidence intervals.

![Meta-analysis of desires to consume congenial over uncongenial information](image)

We then investigated whether political ideology (liberal or conservative) moderated the motivation to remain within one’s ideological bubble. Of critical importance, ideology did not moderate the effect, \( \chi^2 (1, N = 2460) = 0.27, p = .61, \varphi = .005 \), meaning that liberals and conservatives were similarly motivated to avoid hearing from their ideological opponents. One extreme study result for liberals (\( r = .60 \)) is nearly a statistical outlier (\( z = 2.81 \)). Eliminating this observation leaves the results unchanged: ideology still did not moderate the effect, \( \chi^2 (1, N = 2419) = 0.09, p = .77, \varphi = .002 \).

**General Discussion**

Five studies found that liberals and conservatives were similarly motivated to avoid hearing one another’s opinions on a variety of social issues, and largely for the same reasons. In Study 1, most people on both sides of the same-sex marriage debate willingly passed up on a
chance to win an extra $3 to avoid having to hear from the other side. And Studies 2-4 found that people on both sides of recent and upcoming national elections in the US and Canada, as well as both sides of an array of Culture War issues, exhibited a greater desire to hear from like-minded versus unlike-minded voters. In these studies, we also ruled out the possibility that people do not want to hear from their opponents because they already know a lot about them. Finally, we found that people on the left and the right are motivated to avoid hearing from the other side for some of the same reasons: the anticipation of cognitive dissonance and the undermining of a fundamental need for a shared reality with other people.

**Limitations of the Present Studies**

The present studies had some noteworthy limitations. First, the samples studied were recruited from a crowdsourcing website; the degree to which these samples are representative of the population is unknown. Although our samples spanned most of the lifespan and represented the male and female genders, they tended to financially well off, well-educated, and predominantly White. The restriction of North American samples further limited the generalizability of the findings. Future research should investigate whether desires to avoid crosscutting information is ideologically symmetric with representative samples and in a variety of countries.

Second, political ideology is multifaceted: people can independently hold liberal or conservative views on social issues (e.g., for or against same-sex marriage), economic issues (e.g., higher or lower taxes), and foreign policy (e.g., for or against war). The focus of the present studies was social issues. Future research should investigate whether the motivation to remain within one’s ideological bubble is ideologically symmetric on economic and foreign policy issues.
Third, all of the opinions in our studies were pre-existing. This introduces a correlational element to all of our studies, which draws in possible confounds (e.g., memory of the history of debates on an issue). Future research might experimentally induce participants to form a new opinion on a novel or hypothetical issue to assess whether liberals or conservatives are more motivated to avoid opponents’ opinions with fewer confounds.

A fourth possible limitation to the present research is that the contexts we presented were inherently asymmetric. Perhaps one side has better reasons to want to ignore the other side. Liberals may think that conservatives’ views truly are irrational, indefensible, and the product of fear—and thus not worth hearing. However, a conservative reader might have a similar impression of liberals’ beliefs, opinions, and reasoning.

Although the present data cannot directly rule out the possibility that one side’s views are objectively less valid than the others’, we generally favor the interpretation that both sides’ views are based on bounded rationality. Both liberals and conservatives perceive themselves to be locked in a struggle between good and evil, wherein “we” are good and “they” are evil. Ideology breeds self-righteousness—the sense that “our” side is motivated by love and reason and the “other” side is motivated by hatred and ignorance (Skitka & Bauman, 2008; Waytz et al., 2014). We also acknowledge that the reasonableness of the two sides might sometimes be verifiably asymmetric. For example, during the 2016 U.S. presidential election, Donald Trump (Republican) lied much more often than did his Democratic opponent, Hillary Clinton (Comparing Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump on the Truth-O-Meter, n.d.). Additionally, the emergence of fake news aimed at undermining the credibility of Clinton was another asymmetry in the defensibility of the two sides. Even under these circumstances, listening to the other side
could help individuals prepare counterarguments, and have a disarming effect, both of which may foster meaningful and respectful dialog.

Conclusion

College students and administrators on both sides of the Culture War have attempted to and succeeded at suppressing free speech on campus when it conflicted with their own beliefs. For example, Condoleeza Rice was scheduled to deliver a commencement speech at Rutgers University; she withdrew in response to liberal student protests about her role in the George W. Bush administration’s position on torture (Sguelglia, 2014). And Vicki Kennedy (wife of the late Senator Ted Kennedy) was disinvited to give a commencement speech at Anna Maria College (a Catholic institution) in 2012 because of objections to her liberal views on social issues, such as abortion and gay marriage (Kabas, 2014). These anecdotes may be revealing of a banal desire that ideologically minded people have to avoid listening to people with opposing ideals. The result of this desire to avoid ideological incongruous views is that liberals and conservatives live in ideological information bubbles, and what could ultimately be a contest of ideas is being replaced by two, non-interacting monopolies.
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